
BRAND OVERVIEW
TV’s Now New Next



TV WEEK is Australia’s biggest and 
best TV guide. Launched in 1957 it is an 
Australian Icon and is home to Australia’s 
iconic TV WEEK Logie Awards.

TV WEEK is a one-stop shop for TV 
information, industry news, plot sneak 
peeks, star interviews and respected 
reviewers.

With more channels, more shows, more 
platforms - TV WEEK has trusted advice 
on the best  shows to watch and how to 
find them.

BRAND  
STATEMENT



At TV WEEK, we are obsessed with TV. There’s  
nothing that inspires us more than discovering and  
celebrating the very best in the television industry,  
and passing on our expertise to our loyal and  
passionate readers.

Our readers come back to TV WEEK because we are the 
most trusted and reliable source of information, have the 
absolute best access to TV’s  biggest stars, and have our 
finger on the TV pulse.

From championing the brightest stars on screen  to 
cutting through all the noise surrounding what  you 
absolutely have to watch, we are the loyal  companion 
to your TV viewing, and we’re proud  
to  sit with you on the couch every night.

AMBER GILES, TV WEEK EDITOR

NOTE FROM 
EDITORIAL



EDITORIAL PILLARS

TV GUIDE
We have the most comprehensive TV Guide on the 

market, with six pages of free-to-air and subscription 
TV listings per day, covering 10 different regions in 

Australia. We also offer film, sport and soap planners.

INTERVIEWS
No other weekly magazine has better access 
to the stars, both locally and in Hollywood. 

When TV WEEK calls, the stars say “yes”.

WHAT TO WATCH
Our team of trusted reviewers advise 

readers about the newest must-see TV 
shows across various genres.

LIFESTYLE LOUNGE
An entertaining TV based lifestyle 
section profiling your favorite on 

screen stars.

PUZZLES
An addictive mix of crosswords, puzzles 

and brain teasers, readers love the 
opportunity to win cash and prizes.  

OUT NOW
Not just a TV Guide, TV WEEK also 
covers cinema, DVDs, music and 

everything digital too.

what to 
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did you know
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BATWOMAN, TUESDAY
8.30pm (AEDT), FOX8, CRIME

n When you stop to think about Ruby 
Rose playing the role of Batwoman, it 

all makes perfect sense. The Australian 
actress is tough, daring and versatile; much 
like her leather-clad character. But she’s also 
a strong advocate in fighting for 
what’s right. 

But for a role that seems to be a 
natural fit, Ruby admits that the 
phone call to determine she had 
won the role was “a very nervous 
and exciting moment”.

“Someone called to tell me [that 
she got the role] as I was walking 
down the red carpet for the LA 
premiere of The Meg,” she tells TV 
WEEK. “Then, I got in trouble for 
trying to run through and not do 
interviews, but I was just so 
nervous I’d say something I wasn’t 
allowed to say. And perhaps, it 
wasn’t the best time to take that phone call! 
[Laughs]”

The masked crusader, known in the DC 
Universe as Kate Kane, has also created 
history by becoming the first gay superhero 

to have a leading role in a TV series. 
For Ruby, 32, who describes herself as 

gender-fluid, Batwoman is as much a 
personal venture as it is professional.

“I dreamt of being a superhero before I 
ever dreamt of acting, let alone the holy grail 
of acting as a superhero!” she exclaims. “It 
fulfils my life mantra of “Be the person you 
needed when you were young”. I can’t speak 

on behalf of everyone in the 
LGBTIQ community, but I know 
any win for anyone in our 
community is a win for all.”

In the first episode, fans 
will watch as Kate 
struggles to find her 
place in Gotham City in the 
absence of Batman. She is a 
known vigilante with distaste 
for rules. But, of course, 
villainous threats continue to 
cause chaos – including a woman 
named Alice (Rachel Skarsten) 
– and someone has to answer the 
call…

For fans of the superhero genre, it’s a slow 
burn start as we dive into Kate’s backstory 
and relationship with Batman. But with 
plenty of action-packed scenes, and Kate’s 
momentous moment of saying that Batman’s 
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SUPERGIRL
Tuesday, 9:30pm (AEDT), FOX8

n Supergirl flies back in for her fifth 
season, and once again the world 
needs saving, and she’s the only 
caped crusader who can make it 
happen. This time around Supergirl, 
AKA Kara Zor-El (Melissa Benoist) finds 
herself butting heads with a mysterious 
newcomer, Andrea Rojas (Julie Gonzalo), 
a businesswoman with sinister intentions.

THE FLASH
Wednesday, 8:30pm (AEDT), FOX8

n Season six of The Flash sees a raft of 
new characters arrive in Central City, 
and it doesn’t take long for one of the 
newbies to become The Flash’s (Grant 
Gustin) nemesis. Dr Ramsey Rosso 
(Sendhil Ramamurthy) is a dangerous 
doctor whose desire to defy science takes 
him down a perilous path. 

PENNYWORTH
Thursday, 9:30pm (AEDT), FOX8

n The Batman origin story adds 
another chapter with the debut of 
Pennyworth. The series follows the 
exploits of Alfred Pennyworth (Jack 
Bannon), a British soldier who links up 
with Thomas Wayne (Ben Aldridge) 
and Martha Kane (Emma Paetz), the 
future parents of Bruce Wayne. The trio 
begins fighting crimes as members of the 
No Name League. 

DOOM PATROL
Thursday, 8:30pm (AEDT), FOX8

n Imagine surviving the worst trauma 
imaginable, and coming out the other 
end with a superpower? Welcome to 
the Doom Patrol, a team of 
downtrodden heroes who are brought 
together by The Chief (Timothy Dalton) 
to use their accidental skills for good. 
Also, keep an eye out for Brendan Fraser 
and Matt Bomer who appear in Doom 
Patrol flashbacks. 

SWAMP THING
Friday, 8:30pm (AEDT), FOX8

n Former Teen Wolf star Crystal Reed 
returns to the superhero universe with 
Swamp Thing. The actress plays Abby 
Arcane, a scientist who returns to her 
hometown in Louisiana to investigate 
a deadly virus causing damage in local 
swamps. But the more Abby scratches 
the surface, the more she discovers about 

MORE DC SUPER VIEWING

RUBY ROSE STEPS UP TO SAVE GOTHAM 
CITY IN BATWOMAN
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SIGNATURE 
PROPERTIES
The TV WEEK Logie Awards are  
Australia’s premier television 
awards presented for excellence 
in television, and Bauer’s most 
glamorous red carpet event. 

TV WEEK founded the awards in 1958 
and have been an integral part of the TV 
WEEK brand ever since. For the previous 
two years, the glitz and glamour of the TV 
WEEK Logie Awards has taken place at The 
Star on The Gold Coast in Queensland. 

All the action from the red-carpet arrivals and 
awards-show celebrations are telecast on the 
Nine and shared across the Bauer network. 



 

READERSHIP: 351,000   
DISTRIBUTION: Weekly

NOW TO LOVE PAGE VIEWS: 8,251,712

UNIQUE AUDIENCE (AUS) 1,070,062

Source: Roy Morgan April 2021Source: Roy Morgan March 2021 Updated as at May 2021

INSTAGRAM 69,484

TWITTER 64,103

FACEBOOK 181,876

TV WEEK is Australia’s biggest and best TV guide. Launched in 1957 it is an Australian Icon and is home to Australia’s TV WEEK Logie Awards. 
 TV WEEK is a one-stop shop for TV information, industry news, plot sneak peeks, star interviews and respected reviewers.

TV Week readers are 1.94x more 
likely to have purchased 

something from a magazine offer 
in the  last 3 months

58% of readers are female 
and 42% are male

*Source: Roy Morgan March 2019, 

The Now To Love website provides quality
rolling news and commentary, with a strong

focus on careers, relationships, fashion,
beauty and royals. The site is updated with
new content 10 times a day, and breaking

news is covered around the clock. 
MONTHLY BRAND EXTENSION | TV WEEK CLOSE UP

Our aim is  to guide readers through the 
maze that is the ever-changing face of TV. 

More channels, more shows, more platforms - 
TV WEEK has trusted advice on the best  
shows to watch and how to find them.



JAN

THEME: 
• Back to School
• New Year
• Australia Day
• Golden Globes
SPECIAL FEATURE: 
• Body Blitz

FEB JUNAPR

THEME: 
• Valentines Day
SPECIAL FEATURE: 
•  Entertainment 

Technology

THEME: 
• EOFY
• Winter Cooking
• Cannes Film Festival
SPECIAL FEATURE: 
•  Winter entertainment 

guide

THEME:
• Easter
• ANZAC
SPECIAL FEATURE: 
• School holiday guide

MAR

SPECIAL FEATURE: 
•  Retro TV on DVD and  

Blu Ray special

MAY

THEME: 
• Mother’s Day
SPECIAL FEATURE: 
• Streaming special

TV WEEK 
CALENDAR 2021



AUDIENCE 
• The TV Week audience have an average HHI of $68k
•  76% of TV Week readers are the main grocery buyers in their 

household 
• One third of TV Week readers have kids in the home 

ATTITUDES 
•  TV Week readers skew an impressive 2.1x more likely to  

be heavy TV viewers (3+ hours per day)
•  Each week we speak to 130,000 Australians who used SVOD 

services in the past 4 weeks
•  Almost 1 in 4 TV Week readers are early adopters when  

it comes to tech
•  TV Week readers more likely than average to have purchased 

movies, tv shows or music (ix 175) and toys & indoor toys/
games (ix 151) in the past 4 weeks!

•  83% of TV Week readers went shopping in the past 4 weeks – 
skewing 30% more likely to agree ‘I was born to shop!’

•  TV Week readers skew 40% more likely than average to 
often enter competitions run by magazines, radio stations or 
newspapers

Source: Roy Morgan Single Source, Mar 20



NAME POSITION PHONE NUMBER EMAIL

Karen Holmes Head of Key Accounts, NSW +61 (02) 9282 8733 Karen.Holmes@aremedia.com.au

Demi Martello Head of Direct Sales, VIC +61 (03) 9823 6368 Demi.Martello@aremedia.com.au

Judy Taylor QLD Head of Sales +61 (07) 3101 6630 Judy.Taylor@aremedia.com.au

Jaclyn Clements Sales Director VIC, SA & WA +61 (03) 9823 6341 Jaclyn.Clements@aremedia.com.au

Samantha Lowe Head of Direct Sales, NSW +61 (02) 8114 9442 Samantha.Lowe@aremedia.com.au

Andrew Cook Director of Sales +61 (02) 9282 8676 Andrew.Cook@aremedia.com.au

Mikayla Skarzynski Brand Manager +61 (02) 9282 8142 Mikayla.Skarzynski@aremedia.com.au
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